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Braids on Early japanese Banners
Masako Kinoshita
5 Winthrop Place, Ithaca, NY 14850

I NlRODUCfION
The silk braids which adorn some banners in the HoryOji and Shosoin
collections represent the four basic types of braids from the seventh and eighth
centulfies in japan (Fig. 1). a the four, type 1. the square braid, is found
primarily as hanging cord. Type II. the four-ridge flat braid with a twill
pattern, was used as trimming around design figures. l ) Types III and IV, the
oblique ribbed twine braid and the braid with a plain-weave pattern
respectively, are flat and generally wider than the first two types. They
compose the "head," "tongue," and "arms" of some banners, giving a necessary
firmness to the shape of the banners (Fig. 2). Narrow braids of Type III were
occasionally used as edge trimmings. To my knowledge, no banner adorned with
braids from later era has yet been found.
Some braids in the HoryOji collection have been attributed to be of Chinese
origin. L ) It has been generally understood that braiding techniques were also
brought to japan by Koreans in the sixth century. I have not yet had a chance
to trace the japanese braiding techniques back to their origin.
The con struction of these braids has puzzled modern braiders versed in
tradition al japan ese braidin g tech n iques kn own as kUJ7]JIlJJ7]o.j)
Kum ih imo
braiders felt that the un iformity of the pattern s as well as the difficulty of
handling the large number of the fine gauge strands of the loose degummed silk
in such long lengthsasonefindsin theancientbraidseliminatedthe possibility
of their having been made with braiding techniques other than kumihimo. On
the other hand, it proved difficult for them to replicate the pliancy of the old
braids. They also realized that the build-in structural symmetry of ancient
square braids does not ag ree with th at of square braids made u sin g kum ih imo. I
believe such discrepancies have arisen because the ancient braids were not
made with kumi- himo techniques using elements with individually separated
working ends, but rather with loop-manipulation techniques in which working
ends of elements were tied into fixed pairs. 4 )
I have reconstructed this method of braiding from three manuscripts
written around 1800 AD and labeled it A'ule-uell}, or "hand-strap braiding,"
borrowing a term used in them.)
The loops, or paired elements tied to the
hand-strap, kute, forming a loop, are supported singly on the fingers or held in
the hands. A beater is the on Iy tool required. The adopted name, however. is
used in a wider con text than was mean t in the nineteen th cen tury, when the
more elaborate techni ques used in the middle ages had already been long lost.
Although similar techn iques known collectively as loop-man ipulation are
found throughout the world, the Japanese methods have proven to be the most
developed. b )
The most common world-wide practice is to support the loops
singly on the fingers (finger-held method) and transfer each loop through the
inside or over the other loops. In japan, they are also held in the hands
(hand-held method) and transferred around the outside of the other loops as
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well.- I Because of thesetwo modes of loop transfers and the fact that more loops
can be used with the hand-held method, Japanese techniques have developed to a
unique height during the twelfth century.
In order to prove my hypothesis that the ancient hraids were made with
loop-manipulation and not Kumihimo. 1 conducted an extensive analysis of
construction methods, and surveyed the ancient braid specimens hy existing
data from publ ish ed sou rces. 1I1 I also made rep I icas an d compared th em with th e
originals. In each of four types of hraids found on the ancient hanners.
kute-uchi braids proved closer to the original than kumihimo hraids.
In kll/e-uch/ the elements are stretched hetween the fixed head end to
working looped ends where they are moun ted on the fingers or aligned over the
hands (Fig. 3. 4). The hraiding elements. even if they are soft non-plied silk
such as used in Sh()st n hraids. do not tangle or wear out hecause they are
transferred by one loop at a time while they are held taut. For hraids with a
large number of elements. several braiders collaborate sitting side hy side.
The number of elements used in the old hraids with a solid structure is a
multiple of an odd numher, such as 28 (=7x4)' ')6 (=/x8). and "12 (=9x8). To make
the kinds of hraids found in historical hraids using Kute-uchi would require
either an odd n umher or a multiple of an o(ld n umber of loops. wh ich makes the
basis of the number of elements an odd number times two. In contrast, u5ing
kumihimo, the number of the loops would more likely he based on an eyen
number, such as 32 (=8x4), Color designs of the majority of old braids are based
on an odd number. If hraiding starts with an odd numher of loops in hand. as
kute-uchi does. it is only natural to compose a color design based on an odd
number. Moreover. the hraids made using kute-uchi turn out to resemhle
closely the old speCimens in pliancy and appearance, while using kumihimo
techniques involve complex and contrived procedures yet results are far less
sat i sfactory.

TYPE I: SQUARE BRAID.

(Fig. 1 left)
Twen ty of the 240 surveyed square braids in the Shosoin collection are listed
as having belonged to banners.'ll
Six among lhem have been identified as
hanging cords. \1any among the A4 specimens listed as heing of unknown
origin could have belonged to banners. The majority of the square braids are I.')
to 3.5 mm (1/\6" to 5/32") wide andles'.' than 100 cm (40') long
Before exam in ing the old spec imen s. let's discuss the kute-uch icon struction
procedure for square braids and t he structural characteri st ics of t he braid.
The prinCiple for constructing square braids using kute-uchi or
loop-manipulation is essentially the same regardless of ethnic origin. the
number of the loops used or how the loops are held; An odd numher of loops is
more often u sed. an d they are distr ibuted in itia Ily so th at on e han d gets th e extra
one (Figs. 5. 6.1eftl.11I1 For an even number of loops. the')/are allotted equally to
each hand (Figs 5,6, right) While the maximum number of loops that can be
used is usually seven for the Single-person finger-held method. a larger numher
of loops can he used with the hand-held method. 111
The loops are transferred
one at a time, from one hand to the other in one pick and twisted a half turn
before heing deposited on the other hand. The procedure is mirror symmetric
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andailioopscirculate in a serial order. In the structure thus produced, each of
the two elements forming a loop is interlaced as an individual element
composing two superimposed layers. This makes the numher of elements of the
square hraid the number of loops times two.
6, square hraid is descrihed more specifically as a four-ridge tuhular hraid
with a twill pattern. The square hraids con structed using loop-man ipulation
always have an irregular twill pattern. Wh ile those made with an odd numher of
loops having a twill pattern, such as 3/4/4/3 or 4/515/4 and a trapezoidal cross
section, those made using an even numher of loops have a twill pattern, which
may he 213/4/3 or 3/4/5/4. and a cross section of an irregular quadrangle (Fig.
7). Th ey wou Id never h ave a true square c ross sec lion suc h as th ose made u sin g
the kumihimo technique. Since those made using an odd numher of loops are
less skewed than those made using an even numher of loops. the former
predominates in any culture where square hraids are made hy means of
loop-manipulat ion.
The ShOsoin square hraids
According to the statistics puhlished in the survey records of the Shosoin
hraids carried out hy the Office of Shosoin, out of 240 registered square hraids,
including those used for the hanners, two thirds had the element number of an
oddnumherx2(Tab.1l.'Li Those with elementsofan even number x2amount
to on Iy one third. Actually. it is these statistical facts that prompted me to seek
the possible use of loop-man ipulation techn iques in Japan. We already know
that these statistics are not anomalies if the braids were made by means of
loop-manipulation. This, however. was a great puzzle to the traditional kumihimo
braiders because in the methodology of traditional kumihimo the norm for
square hraids is to have elemen ts of an even number x 2, and a true square cross
section.
l\1y examination of a 16-element Shosoin square braid from a
photograph among the Office of Shosoin survey has shown that it did not have a
true square cross section but had exactly the same skewed structure (3/4/5/4) as
those made using kute-uchi. The statistics, the reaction of the traditional
braiders to them. and the skewed cross section of the Shosoin 16-element square
braid demon strate that the Shosoin braids are not con sisten t with the norm of
the methodology of kumihimo. The reason must be that the ancient method
could only make skewed structures. Thus kute-uchi is the strongest candidate
technique for these hraids.
Another piece of evidence as strong as ahove statistics is the mirror symmetric color paltern of the Shosoin square braids (Fig. 8). The patterns result from
the mirror symmetric nature of the construction procedure, which is
characteristic to kute-uchi. Such patterns do not occur if the hraids were made
using the rotationally symmetric kumihimo procedure with a conventional color
arrangement.
TYPE II: FOUR -R I DGE FLAT BR AI D WITH A TWILL PATTER N. (Fig. 1 second left)
This type of relatively narrow and thin hraid suitahle as trimmings can he
made using a procedure similar to that of square hraids. The loop is twisted only
when it is t ran sf e I' red from, say. the lef than d to the rig h t an d not tw i sted in th e
opposite movement (Fig. 9). AI! type II ancient braids characteristically have an
even n umher of elemen ts an d the n umhers of the float of the two cen tel' ridges
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differ from each other by one, These characteristics match exactly those of
braids made using kut~-uchi, While braids with the same structure can also be
made using kumihimo, these features are not characteristic of kumihimo braids
of this type, The pliancy of ancient braids also matches kute-uchi in contrast to
kumi himo braids, wh i c h are generally fi rmer,
THE CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR lYPES III and IV
Whereas the techn iques for type I and type II braids have been found among
those recon structed from historical sources, no Japanese bibliograph ic record
has yet been found of those for type III and type IV braids, I, therefore, devised
procedures to replicate these two types of braids, wh ich work differen til' from
those for the first two types of braids,
Rather than constructing two
superimposed layers as do the first two, they con struct a sin g Ie layer. U ) I have
chosen loop-manipulation rather than other techniques as more viable
techniques for constructuing these braids,
The devised techn iques have proven to produce braids that have structural
characteri sties t hat agree wi t h t hose of anc ien t braids,
lYPE II I: THE OBLIQUE RIBBED TWI NI NG BR AID (Fig, 1 secondrighO
In type III braids, paired elements form an oblique ribbed pattern by
twining around the elements in countered courses and covering them entirely
There are two varieties of type III braids in the collections; one has the same
pattern all the way, the other a periodical pattern inversion, The color pattern
used most often for t he former is a chevron, and for t he latter. double col umns of
diamonds. Braids composing the "head," "tongue," or "arms" of some Horyuji
banners and two narrower braids listed as a hanging cord and trimming of
Shosoin banners are of the former variety, Those with a pattern inversion exist
only in Horyu ji collection. They ma y ha ve been pendan t ornament s to a canopy.
Each element of all HoryOji type III braids consists of a single end of Z
double-ply silk or gold threads, Paired elements are again Z-twisted. In the
Shosoin braids of th is type, paired elemen ts are twisted in Z in one half of the
width and in S in the other.
My hypothetical procedure has been substan tiated by a recen tly-uncovered
fifteenth-century English treatise on finger-held 100p-manipulation. 14 )
The
treatise documents instructions thatoperate on the same construction principle
as mine for making both varieties of oblique ribbed twining braids,
From several mis-aligned twining patterns found in some specimens as well
as the fact that the smallest n umber of elemen ts in the specimen s is 36, I have
proposed a hand-held method rather than finger-held (Fig, 10), The loops are
twisted as they are passed one by one from one hand to the other. All loops in
the HoryOji braids are twistedcounterclockwise, andare twisted opposite to each
other in the right and left halves of the Shosoin braids. The outermost loops are
then transferred inside through the loops to the midpoint. The two transferred
loops are then crossed, one paSSing inside through the other.
Myanalysis predicted that, in a braid made using this hand-held procedure,
the width would tend to increase in the area where the rib pattern is less
compact. I confirmed this tendency from the measurements taken of a
photograph of ShOSbtn braid #32.1')) In kumihimo, there is no such relationship
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hetween width and firmness of hraiels hecause the width is controlled hy the
hraider and the firmness hy hohhin weight. I also an ticipated that the worKing
mechan ism of the procedure would ma\.;e it impossihle to produce a firm hraid,
such as those madp using kumihimo. The firmnessof the hraidscan he ohserve
i nth e a n g leo f the i r c h e v ron p a tt ern. \r hen h I' aid s a I' e firm e 1', the a n g leg e t s
wieleI' To compare the firmness of the hraids of th is type, I measured the ratio of
the length of a color pattern cycle to the '\),'idth at the area where the pattern
cycle is measured. H,)
The ratios measured proved to be between 1.8 to 2.1 in
\..:lIte-uci1i hraids and the Horyuji and Shosoin specimens, while the ratios for
similar kumihimo run from 1.2 to Us (Table 21. The important fact is that there
is no way to change these ratios at the hraiders' will for kute-uchi, yet they are
remarKahly close to that of fhp original. The wiele variation in the kumihimo
measurements indicates that various factors of the techn ique were tampered to
make a hetter rpplication. t\s the data suggest, however, they have not quite
heen successful. The ratio for conven tional ohlique rihhed twine hraids of today
runs from 1.2 to 1.4.
TYPE IV: FL AT fiR AID WITH A REGULAR I NTERLACI NG PAlTER N (Fig. I right)
The two variation s in type IV hraids in the collection s are one with a plainweave pattern and the other with a 2i2 t\vill pattern, All those used in the
Shi'lsoin hanners, forming the "head," "tongue," or "arms," are of the former variety, Theywere also useel as eelgings on large banners about 126 cm (')0") wiele.
Twenty nine hraids of this type, listed as having helonged to banners, are '7
to 11 cm (23/4" to 4 1-4") wide. Their conspicuous design characteristic is that
th e oh I iqup pia in -weavp pa ttern is form ed hy pa ired douh le-p ly yarn s tw i sted in
opposite directions. That the paired yarns, not the individual yarn ends, indeed
were used as the hasic element in constructing these fahrics can be discerned
from specimen s decorated hy heads strung th roug h the paired yarn s. The numher of elements, rangi ng from ')2 to68, includes hoth odd and even numhers,
Of some wide hraids of this type, the curvature of the elements that run
ohliquely in the structure reversesat mid-length, implying that the hraids were
m<llie from the cen tel' to\vards the en ds.
The fact makes sen se if
loop-manipulation were used hut not if kumihimowere used.
I have devised a finger-helel method capahle of prodUCing flat hraids with a
reg ul a r pat t ern i n \v h i chi 00 P s w 0 r k as e Iem e n t s (F i g. 1 I) 0 n e 0 f t 11 e two S han k s
of the loops is composed of an S douhleply yarn and the other of a 7. douhle-ply
yal'n. Loops are held in the palms-up position andtl1e small fingersare used to
pick a shed and transfer the Inops. This finger position complies with the
Japanese folf.: practice of tOdayl1 as well as those depicted in picture boof.:s of the
Edo period (Fig. 3).1~1
While the fol\.; technique produces type I and type II
hraids descrihed earlier my devised technique constructs a flat hraid with either
a plain-weave or twill pattern, depending on the pick selected. Since each
hraider can hold only eight loops at most. several hraiders, as many as nine,
must col lahorate to accommodate the required numher of elements.
This method produces naturally the paired parallel elements that never
cross each other and the uniform twists of the douhle-ply yarns, characteristic
of ancient specimens. \Iy conjecture that an analogous one-person technique
must he lIsed today in Peru and nolivia to make three-strand flat hraids that
decorate ends of some woven bands, has heen confi rmed by Elayne Zorn.I'!1
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CONCLUSION
As a whole, I have, found that by using kute-uchi. I could accurately and
easily reproduce not only the ancient braids used on seventh and
eighth-century banners but also most other braid relics produced throughout
themiddleages in Japan, More importantly,with kute-uchi.1 couldaccount for
the peculiarities of these braids,
My acknowledgement extends not only to those who directly helped me in
this research, but also to those who spent countless hours measuring hundreds
of specimens, without which my research would not have been possible.
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Table I. Statistics according to number of elements in the ShOsoin square braids.
no. of elements

odd no. x 2

even no. x 2

odd no.

unable to count

no. of specimen

160

78

(0)

2

66. 7

32.5

0

0.8

!~

The numher in parenthesis is added hy M. K.
Table 2. The ratios of the lengths (Ill of a color-pattern cycle to the width (W) of I-Ioryuji
and Shosoin braids, their replicas made using the loop-manipulation and those made using
stand-and-bohhin techniques.
(Other than K. Kinoshita's and my own samplers. the measurements have heen taken from
photographs. )
Accuracy of measurement: 0.5 mm
specimen
#52

no. of
elements
36

source of material

Hmm

W mm

I-I/W

Braids in the Shoso-in

7.5

4

1.9

plate.71

8.5

4

2.1

9.5

4.5

2.1

10.5

5. I

2.1

20

1.6

replica

31

made using kumihimo

31

20

1.6

(Domyo Exhibit "(8)

31

20

1.6

replica

51.5

30.5

1.7

made using kumihimo

58.5

33.5

1.8

(Domyo Exhibit '82)

58.5

33.0

1.8

repl ica sampler made using

24.4

12.9

1.9

loop-manipulat ion

26.2

13.0

2.0

by Masako Kinoshita

2/.5

13.6

2.1

f'pecimen

Braids in the 5naso-in

49.5

28.0

1.8

#332

plate 22.

49.0

28.0

1.8

49.5

27.0

1.8

sampler

3; .0

27.5

1.3

no. of

made using Kara-Kumi

37.0

27.0

1.4

~lements

stand-and-bohhin technique

3/.0

2/.5

1.3

hy Kazuko Kinoshita

92

,,10.

of ele.

116
~o.

of ele.

120
~o.

of ele.
48

36.0

27.5

1.3

replica sampler made using

51.5

28.0

1.8

loop-manipulat ion

53.1

28.0

1.9

by Masako K i noshi tao

52.9

28.0

1.9

52.5

30.0

1.8

9.7

5.6

1.7

10.5

5.6

1.9

7.5

4.2

1.8

fragment of Horyuji
ribbed twine braid
fragment of I-Ioryuji
ribbed twine braid

7.3

3.9

1.9

replica of a I-Ioryuji banner

119/2

48

1.2

(Domyo Exhibit '79)

118/2

49

1.2

I-I/W mean value

2.1

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.8

1.3

1.9
1.8
1.9
1.2
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~

.'1'

.~
~j

b.

~

J;' ~

~~

~~
~

Structural detaIl

TYPE I

TYPE II

TYPE III

square braid
( 16-eLement)

4-ridge Oat braid
( 18-eLement)

Oblique ribbed twine braid

TYPE IV
Flat braid with a plain-weave pattern

Fig. I Four basic types of braids in the Horyuji and Shosoin collectioIL<;

hanging ______

~

cord

head
tongue

arms

"Fig. 3
"Braiders," in Wakoku shoshoku
ezukushi==(Pictures of Japanese
artisans) (1685) by Moronobu
Hishikawa is an adaptation from a
late 15th- c. picture scroll,
Shichijuichi-ban shokunin
utaawase emaki== (Poetry match
of seventy-one pairs of artisans),
iLL att. M. Tosa. The original has
been lost.

_--I~rll

body

legs

Fig. 2 Names of parts of
a typical ancient banner.
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, Fig. 4
"The manner of holding the
twenty-six strands in the left and
right hands"; Braiding by oral
transmission, from Thesaurus jor
ceasing war, ca 1800.

6-llX)p example
Step 1.

5-llX)p example
Step 2

Step 1.

1.

3

2

1.

2

3

3

3

Step 2

3

3

I. Initial allotment of loops.
Step I: transferred loop is twisted.
Step 2: transferrd loop is twisted.
Fig. 5 Loop-manipulation procedure to make square braids, in which transferred loops go THROUGH the INSIDE of
other loops. Used in both FINGER-HELD and HAj\;D-HELD methods.

6-loop example

5-loop example
L

Step 1.

Step 2

1.

Atl~
3

2

2

3

I. Initial allotment of loops.

3

2

3
Step 1: transferred loop is twisted.

Step I.

Step 2

2
4
3
3
Step 2: transferred loop is not twisted.

Fig. (, Loop-manipulation procdure to make square braids in which transferred loops go AROUND the OUTSIDE of
other lOOps: An option for HAND-HELD method.

with 5 loops.
312/213 twill

with 6 kx)ps
3/2/3/4 twill
Structures of Shos()in square braids have the same skewed
cross sections as those made usin loop-manipulation:

12 elements (an even num. x 2)
3/3 twill
Square braids made using the traditional kurnihimo
procedure have a true square cross section.

Fig. 7 Diagrammatic side view and cross section views of ShOsoin square braids.

16 clements
14 clements
Shosoin braids have a mirror-image symmetric pattern;
typical of loop-manipulation.

14 elements

16 elements

Typical color patterns of kumihimo square braid~.
14-element square braids are not typical of kumihimo.

The outer-most ridges in each diagram has been added to show the connection of the
pattern around the braids. Left two ridges and right two ridges are the same ridges.
Fig. 8 Flattened-out patterns of the Shosoin square braids.
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5-loop example
Step 1

Step 2

~

~

A~
Step 1: Transferred loop is twisted.
Step 2: Transferred loop is not twisted

While the braid is being made,
it is folded in two, being
formed in two layers.

When tlattend out a
4--ridge tlat braid emerges.

Fig. 9 -t-ridge flat braid with a twill pattern

Step 1

Initial allotment

Step 2

Slep3

Intia! allotment: Loops are distributed equally or one more to one hand than the other.
Step 1: Loops are twisted a half turn.
Steps 2 and 3: The outermost loops are transferred through inside of other loops. They arc not twisted.
Fig. 10 Procedure to make oblique ribbed twine braids using loop-manipulation.

#1 braider holds
7 loops

#2 braider holds
7 loops

#3 braider holds
6 loops

#4 braider holds
7 loops

Step 1: The farthest-left loop is transferred to the left index finger of #3 braider.
Step 2: The loops held by #1 and #2 braiders are shifted back to the left. The right index
finger of #2 braider is left empty and the left index finger of #3 braider is filled.
Step 3: The structure is tightened.
Then #3 and #4 braiders perform the mirror-image processes of steps 1,2 and 3.
And the steps from the beginning arc repeated.

Fig. II. L(X)p-manipulation procedure to make flat braids with an oblique over-one-under-one interlacing.
Example: ShOsoin braid #27. Number of elements: 27
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